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"SOME

METEOROLOGICAL PROBLJ1<!S OF m,EQTRONI C SURVEYING II
by A. st.-C. G. Grant.

INTRODUOTION

In order that we might get a perspective view of the
position of meteorology in relation to eleotronio surveying, I
think it would be wise to start with a brief outline of the
purposes of the Geodetic Survey and ?~so give a brief description
of the eleotronic surveyins apparatus and the method by which it
is employed.
THE GEODE'GIQ SURVEY

One of the primary purposes of the Geodetic Survey is
the establishment of geodetic control throuehout the country. By
control we mean a frame or neh'ork of points of accurately known
post tional ooordinates a.nd elevB,tion, for use as reference marks
for mapping or other purposes. TheJ.,e,o detic Sur1fey does not make
maps; it does, however, provide the necessary information for the
aoourate location of latitude and longitude lines and contours on
charts, prepared by other surveys.
Control is extended throughout the country by precise
methods of surveying from the continental reference point, using
primary, standards of length in the measurement of base lines and
the best available instruments and techni~ue for the'measurement
of angles. In Cana,da, first order control has been extended
throughout the well-populated sections of the country, with some
extensions northward. Hm~ever, the vast expanses of the oountry
from the northern prairies across Hudson Bay to Ungava and to the
north have not been tied in to the primary triangulation nets.
Before the advent of Shoran, the only control in the North was by
astronomio positioning. The accuracy of this method is limited,
not by the characteristics of the instruments used, but by the
unknown amount of the deflection of the plumb bob from the vertical
because of inhomogenieties in the structure of the Earth's crust.
Shoran has been chosen as the instrument by which control, of
higher accuracy than is possible by astronomic means, is being
extended into Canada's north.
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SHORA1T :EBUIPMENT

The Shoran equipment indicates distance between two stations
by measuring the interval of time required for radar pulses to travel
the circuit. The e~paratus required to do this is shown in block
diagram form on the opposite page. In praotioe there is a duplice,te
set of ground equipment at a second ground station and the equipment
in the aircraft actually measures the two distrulces simultaneously.
For our purpose it is sufficient to consider only one half of the
circuit.
The timing oscillator is the master control of the whole
system. This is a quartz-controlled oscillator which is designed to
operate at a standard rate maintained constant within narrow limits
of error. The crystal is mounted inside a temperature-controlled
oven, and all portions of the circuit are designed so that variables
will have as little effect upon the frequency of operation as possible.
The rate is checked at intervals against the U.S. primary standard of
time, ~MV - Washington, D.C. The output from this oscillator. in
pulse form. is fed to the airborne transmitter and also to the cathoderay tube circuits. The pulses are spaced in time: the amount required
for the radar signal to travel two miles, that is, out and back over a
distance of one mile. It will be convenient to think of this interval
of time as a C:.:l~l'.;nnr;e, and in filct we will speak of it as a'rndnr mile".
The circuits associated \Vith the cathode-ray tube generate voltages
which cause the spot to describe a circular track on the tube screen.
A complete revolution of this spot corresponds to a radar mile, or a
multiple thereof. The pulse from the timing oscillator serves to
lock the circular generating voltages in synchronism \'1i th the master
oscillator and also to provide a reference mark on the circular path in
the form of a slight radial displacement of the spot, known as a "pipll.
The picture appearing on the cathode-ray screen then, due to the pulse
from the oscillator, is a cirC'le with an inverted "V" at 12 0 1 clock. If
the rate of the circl.e-forming voltage is exactly the Bame as that of
the master oscillator this !IV" will always appear at the same spot on
the screen; if the rates are different the IIpipll will drift in a clookwise or counterclockwise manner around the oircle depending upon whether
the rate is fast or slow. Because the rate is stabilized by the timing
oscillator in the Shoran e~uipment, the reference mark is fixed at
12 o'clock.
l~ow ,"'e ,."ill consider the operation of the transmitter.
This is
a device which is capable of delivering very great amounts of radiofrequency power in the form of pulses of short duration. The transmitter
is maintained in a state of readiness, but is inactive or inoperative
except when a triggering pulse is received from the timing oscillator.
Thus at the same instant that a reference mark is appearing on the screen
of the cathode-ray tube, a pulse of energy is released by the transmitter
and sent out to the ground beacons.

3The ground beacon, as we saw, is simply a transmitter-receiver
combination and can be thought of as a mirror. The ground transmitter
is normally inoperative and pulses only upon receipt of a triggering
signal from its companion receiver, just as the airborne transmitter
pulses only when allowed to by the controlling oscillator. To avoid
interaction the two transmitters are operated on different but neighboring
high fre~uency channels.
The function of the airborne receiver is to amplify the weak signal
received from the ground transmitter, and then apply i t as a re,dial deflection, or pip, to the cathode-ray tube. No\'1, due to the delay in time between
the arrival of the reference pulse and the radio-ed pulse, because of the
long path difference involved, there will be an an~lar displacement between
these two IIpipSIl. Since the chosen interval is one revolution per radar
mile, this displacement vIill indicate the fractional part of a radar mile
separ~ting the two batteries of e~uipment.
The integral number of miles is
of relatively minor interest in Geodetic Surveying. This is generally
known from preliminary positioningi however, provision is made in the
e~uipment for altering the scale of measurement so that the whole number
of miles can be obtained if necessary.
TECHNIQ,UE OF HCASUB.1lliillNT
Because of the nature of the e~uipment and of the problem, it is not
practicable to determine the separation of the ground stations by a single
measurement. It is impossible to determine exactly when the aircraft is in
the vertical plane containing the ground stations. In order to surmount this
difficulty and also to improve the precision of measurement, the following
technique is used. The aircraft proceeds to the approximate center (of the
line joining the two ground beacons) by ordinary navigation methods, aided
by Shoran during the latter stage of the journey. An elevation at which
sui tably strong return signals from the ground beh,cons are available is
chosen as the operating altitude. Tho aircraft then commencee to execute
a "figure of eight" flight path in a horizontal plane, \"i th the vertical
axis of the "B" at right angles to the line between stations. Continuous
recordings are made of the sum-distance to the two ground stations during
the three-minute period (approximately), centered in time at line crossing.
The four possible methods of crossing are repeated twice, making a total of
eight crossings. This ,'1hole process, repeated 011 another day, brings the
complete set to sixteen crossings. Automatic photographic e~uipment is
installed in the plane for the purpose of providing a permanent record, on
35mm film, of the nccossn.:::-y e.,i,'~a rOQuirod in t ilo cO:r.Jputo..tiona.
The swn-distance (thb,t, is the distance from one ground beacon to the
aircraft plus the aircraft to second beacon Shoran distance) decreases to a
minimum as the aircraft approaches the line and increases again beyond the
line. The curve obtained when the swn-distance is plotted against the time
is very closely approximated, i~ the vicinity of the minimum point, by a
parabola. The minimum distance for each of the sixteen crrssings is determined by choosing a series of oo servations over which the half-distance
varies by one whole mile~ then fitting a parabola by a least squares curvefitting process. and obtaining t~le minimum sum-distance from the best-fit
parabola. The one-mile interval is chosen in order to eliminate inherent
cyclical errors which would othenrise r8Cluire tedious application of correc'"
tions to the individual measurements. From each set of eight crossings the

- 4following is determined:- the mean pressure altitude at operating altitude
and the minimum Shoran distance. The latter is in reality a time, converted
to a distance under the assumption of a constant velocity of propagation.
Uhat is rSCiuired is the geodetic map distance bet\'leen the two beacon stations.
If the aircraft elevation were known accurately, and if the radio
waves travelled at a fixed speed in a straight line, the problem of the
reduction of these mea,sured C).uantities to the geodetic map dis tance would
be a simple problem in geometry, and meteorology ".,ould not enter the picture
at all. As you know, altimeters do not indicate true elevation, except
occasionally by accident, perhaps, and also radio waves are a,ffected by the
state of the atmosphere (as those of you '''ho have watched television at
points distant from the transmitting site are well aware) so we can see that
the problem is not that simple. The elevation of the aircraft has to be
determined by the application of the principles of barometric altimetry, and
corrections must be applied for the refraction of the ray in the atmosphere.
This is one reason why it ",'as deemed necessary to second a meteorologi s t
from the M"'teorological Service to the Department of Mines end Tnchnical
SurveY's to work with the Shoran P:toject.

AIRCRAFT ELEVATION
The elevation of the airborne station is obviously an important factor
in the reduction of the 8horan to map distance. Actually for a 250-mile line,
an error of 100 feet at 15,000 feet in the aircraft elevation will result in
en error of approximately 7.7 feet in the reduced map distance. A rough
''forking rule used in the field states that one-tenth the error in aircraft
elevation is felt in the reduced map distance. The actual factor, of course,
depends upon the elevation and the length of the line, or their ratio.
The two known methods of determining aircraft elevation suitable for
Shoran are: the narro'V" beam radar altimeter, and pressure altimetry. The
radar altimeter can not be used conveniently except over water surfaces of
known elevation; thus the pressure-operated altimeter has been chosen for
use in the Shoran pro.ject.
The altimeters us ed in the Shoran a,ircraft are, of course, calibrated
at periodic intervals. This ".,ork is done in the liJ'ational Research Council
laboratories, ,,,here accurate standards are available.
The instrument is used basically to indicate the pressure at operating
elevation. In order to evaluate the elevation, it is necessary to know in
addition the pressure at a reference elevation near ground level, end the
relation between the density and pressure or height in the vertical column of
air between these two pressures.
We will first consider the determination of the pressure at the low
reference level, or the base correction as it has been termed for convenience.
This could be determined rapidly from the analyzed synoptic surface charts of
the Meteorological Service, for most locations in southern Canada; hO\-rever t in
the area in which Shoran surveying is being done, the network of reporting
stations is too sparso for Gn nccur~to prosGuro nnnlysis. In ndd1tion t tho

- 5elevations of many of the barometers in the north country are not known
accurately, and this introduces a further hazard to exact analysis. In
order to improve this situation, the operators of the Shoran beacon stations are trained in weather observing, and during the period of line
crossing, surface observations are taken at the synoptic hours at each
ground beacon station. The observations from these stations are transmitted to base, and used in conjunction with the regular observations from
the Department of Transport network. Although only two ground stations are
involved in the line crossing, there may be up to ten ground stations in
the field at one time, so that very considerable help is obtained in the
analysis from these additional reports. It bne boon found that eomewhni
better accuracy is obtained by dealing with altimeter corrections at a
reference level near the mean station elevation, rather than trl th reduced
sea level pressures. This eliminates the possibility of errors arising by
returning from sea level pressure to station pressure by means of a different
rule than was used in the original reduction from station pressure. A set
of graphs prepared from the sea level reduction tables facilitates the
computations. The base correction at the mid-point of the Shoran line is
then determined by interpolation from an analyzed iso-correction chart drawn
at, s~, 1000 feet of pressure altitude. The contour pattern on this chart
generally resembles the sea l~vel pressure pattern; thus the latter may be
used as a guide in its preparation.
The remaining information re~ulred in the determination of the
aircraft elevation is the relation between the density and pressure (or
height) bet\..reen the base level and the aircraft ouerating level. The density
of upper air observations is not sufficiently high for the evaluation of
this from radiosonde data; thus it is necessary to obtain the information by
direct measurement. The struldard procedure is to make a sounding at the midpoint of the line before and after crossin~ operations. Under conditions
favourable to light horizontal density gradients, a sounding on an adjacent
line can be substituted for one of these, for reasons of economy of flying
time. The Shoran aircraft is fitted with a psychrometer mounted on a sliding
frame, operated from inside by the navigator, such that the thermometers can
be brought inside the plane for application of water to the muslin, and
pushed out ~gain into the airstream for reading. The aircraft commences the
ascent sounding at approximately 300 feet above ground level, or at the
minimum safe altitude, and flies a helical climb to operating level. Readings
of the wet and dry bulb thermometers are taken at every thousancl.-foot interval
of pressw,·e altitude. at which the aircraft levels off to allo\"1 temperatures
to reach eQuilibrium. The ,'let bulb, the dry bulb air temperatures, the
pressure altitude and the indicated air speed are noted, along with pertinent
remarks on cloud structure, etc., and are recorded on forma which are turned
over, along \vi th the developed films, to the COml)utation centre at base.
As you know a thermometer mounted outside a moving aircraft does
not indicate the true air temperatur'e . Due to the rapid relative motion there
ie experienced a dynamic heating at the thermometer bulb. Application of the
first law of thermodynamics and J3ernouilli' s theorem indicates that this

- 6heating is proportional to the s~uare of the true air speed. Ths factor
of proportionality d~ends upon the structure of the thermometer and the
oharacteristics of the aircraft, and is very sensitive to' position, and
obviously cannot be calculated from basic principles. The actual value
of this factor is found by, experiment made prior to the field sea~on.
This experiment is performed under stable conditions~ during which the
aircraft is flown at various speed ,.,.ithin its range. A plot of the
recorded temperature against the s~uare of the true air speeds yioldo a
straight line; thus the proportionality factor is determined, and from
this tho [lJJlb1ont tom.pe:ra'b1u's 111l My nir r'poeJ, J:'\t:ly 'I:,> c"~('Ir5 ..;:!d~ Tho corroction
applied to the wet bulb thermometer is less than that applied to the dry,
the re,tio between the corrections being e~ual to the ratio behreen the
dry and wet adiabatic lapse rates, at the pressure and temperature concerned. Occasionally, straight application of the corrections will yield
a dry bulb temperature lower than the "'let. ~.rhen such conditions are
encountered it is assuoed that partial wetting of the dry bulb has taken
place, and the air is considered saturated at the corrected wet bulb
temperature.
The ach'.a l computation of the aircraft elevation is reduced to
a graphical integration of the h~~sometric e~uation over the limits set
by the base correction and the calibrated :..'eading of the aircraft altimeter.
It is seen that the altimeter is used as a pressure-measuring device only,
and that the aircraft height is obtainecl by resorting to the basic pressureheight relationship. The ene assumption . .1e are for eed to make is that the
effect of vertical accelerations upon the results 1s negligible. It should
be noted, for the record, thai, a correction is applied to the computed
elevations for the difference between the mean value of Ilgli and the assumed
constant value used in the standard atmosphere pressure-height relationship.

ELEVATION OF GROU!lm

STATIO~S

Many of the Shoran oeacon sites are located at points far distant
from elevation reference ma::cks. The elevation of these stations is req,uired
for t\'lO reasons: firstly, the pressure observations usel to help determine
the base correction must be ~iven a reference value; s~condly, the reduction
to the map distance depends upon the elevation of the bencon station. lThen
it is not practicable to car::cy out a spiri t-Ieyelling su.:'V'ey to the nearest
10lown water surfa,ce or bench mark, the elevation is determined by pressure
altimetry. The programme follGwed in this case is as described.
After the site has been chosen g a party of observers is left at
the location for a two-week period. During this time, 1Jlf!On the Geodetic
!lJIonument is constructed, the area is cleared of trees, if any, and other
preparations are made for its later us e as a be'1con st(;),tion. 'ltleather observations are me,de at three-hour intervals coincident ",Ii th the synoptic times.
These observations are recordsd 9,nd turned over to the Heteorological Service.
The ground station elevation is obtained as follows:- tl:e ::~ :i.):)rts are plotted
on analyzed surface charts; 'lil:l.c!'l, after making minor adj'"lstments to draw in
the new data, if necessary, ~ne observed pressures are compared with the
interpolated sea level pressure. This is done for eael: observation in the
two-week period, yielding ab01.1t. 112 differences, from which the mean is
obtained. The mean dry bulb temperature is also computed; then a procedure
which amounts to the inverse of the usual methocL of reducticm from station
to sea level pressu::ce is appliod., yielding the station elova'0lon.

- 7The process , is similar to that employed at many of our own stations
in the North, whose elevation has had to be calculated from the barometer
readings, after installation. A further complication arises, however, in
the establishment of Shoran stations, as it is not considered practicable to
use mercury barometers. Instead, a battery of three Xollsman altimeters is
used to measure the pressure. On account of the fact that these instruments
are subject to many sources of error. from which mercury barometers are free,
it is particularly necessary to use great care in the interpretation of the
results. Experience with these instruments indicates that they will show
good agreement with a mercury instrument over a period of time, then suddenly
shift and continue to agree, but with a fixed difference, for a further long
period. The shifts seem to be associated with rapid, wide, pressure variations,
such as are encountered during flights. In order to detect these jumps in
calibration it is necessary to compare the aneroid instruments with a mercury
standard before and after the field season, and also to compare the instruments
in one battery '\lith one another during the field programme. It is hoped to
reduce this difficulty in future by transporting the instruments in air-tight
con tainers.
IDlDUCTION OF SHORAU TO MAP DISTANCE
Next we come to the problem of the reduction of the Shoran clistance
to the Geodetic lifap distance. If radio signals were unaffected by the
atmosphere this would not be a difficult problem at all, in fact it could be
solved by the application of elementary geometry. However, just as light is
refracted in passing through the earth's atmosphere. so are radio signals.
The amount of curvature and the variations in the speed of the waves as they
pass through the different layers is very small, but cnot small enough to be
negligible in geodetic surveying. The refractive index of a,ir, at fre'luencies
used in Shoran, depends upon the air temperature, the total pressure, and the
partial pressure of water vapour. The form of the relationship is readily
derived from fundamental principles but the constants are obtained from actual
measurements. On account of the high value of the dielectric constant of
water, the vapour pressure (though small in comparison to the total pressure)
exerts an important effect upon the refractive index. The curvature of a r~
passing through a stratified atmosphere at a sm8~1 horizontal an~le is e'lual
to the verticnl rate of change of the refractive index (approximately).
Under average conditions the distribution of temperature, pressure and vapour
pressure with elevation is such the,t the curvature is nearly constant oV,er
the ranges of elevations encountered. Thus the path of the ray can be
represented to a high degree of precision by a circular arc. However, under
some conditions the curvature varies over a wide range, especially in the
low levels and a morc complic'\tod. curve r2sults.
The conditions favourable for a small radius of curvature are:
(a) a rapid vertical decrease in the water vapour pressure,j"(b) a strong
vertical increase in dry bulb temperature. The range over which the curvature
varies, in the types of atmospheres encountered in Northern Canada in summ~. ,
is from about 10,000 miles to about 30,000 miles, the average bein~ about
22,000 miles.

,- s The conyel:t::'c-r.al method of reduction of the ShorD..:D 'GO map distance
is as follows. The :ra.d ius cf curvature of the ray is assu-'l1sd to be 3.91
times the Earth's radius, ~':ae refractive index of the air is assl.:uned to
be constant at the value existi:1.g at N.T.P. Then the map distance is obtained
through the application of goometry. To this reduced dlst·3.l1cE) hlO corrections
are applied~ one fe:: 'uhe a('.J~UL1.1 curvature of the ray, and one for the actual
veloci ty. It is asswJ:ed that.. the ray is an arc of a eire:' 9, the radius of
which is calculated from the values of the measured refractiv~ index at the
two extrem~. ties of the sounding. With th.e aid of tables prepared beforehand,
the portions of tb (~ ray cutoff by each 1000-foot layer of the atmosphere
aro (l:~,rrt. ilD.1J :,o ~\~ '9\" ::. -~, ,:r3 ·:~.~_o --:~:r ·' ~;."' ," ·" S.J "',~3.1u.o 0 :: tho r"-flro,":\ct:.:lO ::':.1 (,1,c~·,: .~~_ ~~. ~ ...:: tb.o
ray can be co:npu'te:L ~lle ave:re.c;ed refracUve index is almost always less
than that at lLT.P. co 't,ha t t:!9 I'Yelocity correction'! is generally positive.
The curvature correctio:1 is Ihlf"itive or negative depending on whether the
calculated radi11s cf CUrvo.':,~Te is grenter or less tha.."1 3.9lR (J.5,500 miles).
I'l; \rlll hav(; t)eel1 nO'Jed that c1.a·t.a from the mid-point soun'.:U. :n~ is
used to evaluate the r~fracti':8 inc.ex at points along t-he ray up to distances
of 150 miles away_ The en'or resu~ ting from this is nut serious Ullless
there exist ~tro~g hor~zo~tal eradients of refractive in~e:~ ~ Rinco the
veloci ty correc·tlon is ( I f reJ.e.ti vely small magnitude.

Th·3 Loo're Jre~hod has He limitations. !t is baGcd u~crj, the
assumption the.t 10116 r2.Y pc,t;.). can bo apprcximated by a circula.r arc. Under
some conclitionG 7 \"h6::1 the ralius of curvature of the ray ':aries ove:,:' 'vide
limits, the above method of calculating the mean curvature does not leb.d
to a representat:l.ve mean valuCl, and in order to get accurate results a more
basic approach m11st be used. Mu.ch work has been done on this problem and
various methods are available for the reduction of Shoran to map distances
in almost any type of horizontally stratified atmosphere.

QONCLUSIOM

r haY3 On~hlL\Y0 UrGd to &:1. va a picture of all the pi:.ase3 of Shoran
eleotronic surveJlng :;:' rom a meteorologist's point of viGw~ and since the
subject is of such ,,,ieta ~cope~ '~ouching .on so ma.."'1y f;.elds r it has been
necessary to deal bu~ 15.ghtly l-il ':;h the various j)~.~.f,CGo ! think that you will
agree that thi.s :iJj a nost interesting project, ar.d that i~ is unig.ue, in
that it cffers an O}JlX):L·t-c::.1),i t';l for' the applica'Gion of metoorol~gy "~c"mrd a
very practIcal ::."os'J2,~~ -:jl),a':j o'~ ,:,::·~eJ:l!~.:!.ng geodetic control over our vas·b
country in a fl'actio:.l :):: '(';le t::";L8 ":.ha t would 'be requireQ. 'by older n:oi;hod.s.
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